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A THESIS SUBMITTED
IN PARTIAL FULFILLMENT OF THE
REQUIREMENTS FOR THE DEGREE. OF
MASTER IN ARCHITECTURE
i.
Space science is a composite of all sciences - both
i
	
	 new and existing - required to support man's search
for knowledge of the universe beyond that portion
a
	
	 of the earths atmosphere which will sustain flight
by aircraft.
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INTRODUCTION
PURPOSE AND METHOD OF THESIS DEVELOPMENT
They purpose of this thesis is to establish a growth/change principle
and demonstrate its application for space science laboratory facilities.
Laboratories by nature need to be flex ble, 2 They need the capa-
bility to grow and change as experimental requirements dictate. To
achieve this capability, a system based on a growth principle is
needed. The method of achieving this ok jective was;
1.	 To determine a growth principle, by exploring general
methods of growth.
2	 To determine the functional areas of the laboratory
environment by analyzing existing laboratories in various
fields of research and by inventory of the specific resources
of the Manned Spacecraft Center, Houston.
3	 To determine the proportions of the functional areas to
each other. This required the use of a computer and the
development of a computer program capable of determin-
ing these proportions.
4. To determine the limits of variation for each proportional
relationship by analysis of the proportions provided by the
i
	 computer.
5. Finally, to test this growth principle and its determinants
by applying them in a demonstration of a design for a
space science laboratory system
F^
ji
INTRODUCTION;	 3
Cosmogony is the study of the origins and evolution of the uni-
verse.. Astrophysics is the study of the physical characteristics of
astronomical objects from elementary particles, to the structure of
stars. Celestial mechanics is the study of the motions of the bodies
of the universe.3
By practice, the field of vehicle development, applied celes-
tial mechanics, and other fields of space science have become clearly
defined and separately housed. The vehicle development facilities
have quite different physical characteristics from those facilities used
to support astrophysical and cosmogonous studies.
A large portion of the research experiments in astrophysics and
cosmogony ore	 in the payload portion of the space vehicle.
The payloo^ is generally referred to as that portion of the total craft
which operates beyond the earth's atmosphere.
The Manned Spacecraft Center, Houston (MSC) is the largest
spacecraft development center in the free world, and for this reason
was used as the major source of data and information for this thesis.
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6SECTION I	 A GROWTH/CHANGE PRINCIPLE
The technology of space exploration is increasing at an explo-
sive rate. The problem faced by those planning for space science
facilities is to provide architecture which can expand and change as
the demands of the technology dictate. To provide for growth and
change requires the development of a strategy. A strategy which will
provide the capability for responding to the demands of the technology
where they occur and when they occur.
The Master Plan of the Manned Spacecraft Center, Houston, of
the National_ Aeronautics and Space Administration lists some 63 out
of 83 buildings where :expansion is (1) not feasible, (2) limited, or
(3) possible in only one direction. This means that only 20 buildings,
or less than one-fourth of the tota I, have the capabi I ity for more than
limited lateral expansion.4
Flexibility is the capability to rospond to growth as well as
change. Both must be expected in the space science facility. Flexi-
bility can be defined at least two ways: (1) as growth and change, or
(2) as expansibility, convertibility, and versatility.' In either case,
the development of a system, requires that the limits of change and
the pattern of growth be established.
Appendix A looks briefly at the three accepted approaches
to master planning. Appendix A then explores the ways in which
nature plans for growth The growth of higher order organisms suggests
• principle which could correlate to architecture, "Growth requires
• system of different types of functional cells, mixed together propor-
tionaily, with Limits of flexibility established for any or all of the 	 X11
proportions." (Appendix A)
SECTION 1	 GROWTH/CHANGE PRINCIPLE
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Within this statement are there important concepts.
The first concept is the recognition of the action types, i pe .
functional centers as cells required for growth
The establishment of particular cells to perform particular func-
tions is essential to the continuance of an organism. 6 These cells
must reproduce in order for the organism to grow arc' can then be
referred to as growth cells. Each building function should likewise
be reflected in a type of cell 47 But in order to do this, the types of
functions must be recognized and organized to facilitate further
analysis.
The second seed within the basic statement is the recognition
of the need for proportions between the area provided for activities.$
As explained in Appendix A, natural growth and survival are depend-
ent on the balance between the various functional elements of the
organism. Nature provides for the initial equilibrium, insures its
continuance during growth, and Endeavors to compensate for any
inadequacies which upset the normal balance .9
Taking any type of building, or any community segment and
looking at it in cross section at any given time, there are specific
area allocations for specific functions. But as the community moves
through time, the proportions between area allocations change, and
occasionally the functions themselves change. One problem then,
is to determine the proportions of the funcctional pattern.
The third and perhaps most significant aspect of the growth/
change principle is that the proportions are notin a static state of
equilibrium, but ratter a,dynamic state. The balance between the
various cells does not maintain itself in a fixed relationship, but
responds to the pressures of growth within Iimits. 10
 Within any
biological species, the proportions of the various parts vary within
limits, andthe proportion, of the total organism varies. (AppendixA)
SECTION I	 GROWTH/CHANGE PRINCIPLE 	 8
The growth process in all higher order animals is the result of the
proportional growth of a system of different types of cells, and it seems
quite plausible that this saine concept should have architectural appli-
cation.
These limits are the key to successful planning for growth and
change. Once the limits of variation are established and understood,
then the designer can begin to establish how much flexibility is required,
he can establish how this flexibility is to be obtained and can begin to
build space-time models of the forms which can support and maintain
the environment in questions. These limits are truly limits which free
the designer.
To date, architectural applications of this idea have been rela-
tively few. One of the most notable applications being the structural
performance criteria required by the School Construction Systems
Development (SCSD) specification. This specification called for an
optimum building span of 60' with the capability for use on spans vary- 	
Y
ing from 55' to 75'. 11 What is needed where growth and change are
dictated is the application of this approach on a broader scale and
during the design as well as the construction stage.
To apply this growth/change principle to Space Science, three
steps are necessary: (1) to determine the functional growth cells of the
Laboratory environment, (2) to establish the proportional mix between
the cells, and (3) to establish the limits of change which can be
expected between the various proportions.
10,
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SECTION 2 - GROWTH CELLS OF THE LABORATORY COMPLEX
In order to d-termine the growth cells of the space science labora-
tory environment, two studies were undertaken. First a general study of
various laboratories to ascertain what functional elements comprise the
lab environment. Second, a study was oriented toward the specific
uses, cost, size and complexity of the facilities of the Manned Space-
craft Center, Houston. Both studies are found in Appendix B.
There are many facilities designated as laboratories. Medical
research, the testing of rocket vehicles and the processing of photographic
film, all take place in spaces designated as laboratories. The agron-
omist works in a natural laboratory of open fields. Excluding natural
laboratories, there are three kinds of Labs, (1) research and develop-
ment labs, (L) testing labs, and (3) processing labs. 12
 Space science
and spacecraft development labs are principally classified in one of
the first two categories though small supporting labs of the third type
are also a part of the space science environment. The MSC is con-
cerned with the research, development, and testing of the spacecraft
package 13
The important task, however, is to determine the common charac-
teristics which make up the laboratory environment.
Obviously, the laboratory can be classed into two broad master/
servant categories, laboratory and support. By analysis of existing
laboratories, the support functions can be subdivided into pathway
systems support and functional support. further, by analysis, the lab-
oratory can be subdivided into two classes: functional support which
can be further divided into two classes; and the pathways systems support
RSECTION 2 -	 GROWTH CELLS	 12
which can be divided into three. This makes a total of seven different
types of cells in the lab environment which can be combined in several
different ways.
Most laboratories utilize equipment setups which can be taken
down and set up to meet the demands of any particular experiment.
Looking at the plans for experimental work areas, one is conscious of
the effort to create a changeable environment. Louis I. Kahn leaves
the lab area undivided and capable of taking on any pattern ►./hich the
building occupants require. James Stirling, in talking about the
Leicester Lab, says
with this particular building you would have
needed a degree in about four subjects to have
been able to dissect it (the program). In this
situation it is essential to propose a generalized
solution which can take change and has inherent
flexibility. We regarded the workshop shed in
this way, the only expressed units of accommoda-
tion are those we understand at the level of our
own experience and felt reasonably confident
would not change lecture theatres, staircases,
etc,
The Superior Oil Company Geophysical Labs are bunched in
inter-connected clusters of six labs.15
The Rice University Geophysical Lab which was the harbinger
of the Space Science Building of the University has a core of Iabora
tories served by a mechanical spine. Where partitions occur, they are
lightweight, non-structural partitions which can be moved about as the
experimental program requirements change. At th.P MSC there is once
again the pattern of concentrated labs organized together and separated
by partitions which can be readily moved by maintenance personnel
These lobs which respond to a changing experimental program and
which are either left open or separated by partitions which can be
moved have been classified as multi-purpose labs.
SECTION 2 -	 GROWTH CELLS	 13
There are two basic approaches to the design of multi-purpose
labs. The first approach is to divide the space with light partitions.
This division is either in response to the stated requirements of the
building users or is the product of analysis of the functions which are
to be performed. The second approach is to provide a defined open
splice which can be broken up by the building occupants with partial
partitions and temporary enclosures where necessary. The Veasey
Research Center of the Dow Chemical Company, the Salk Institute for
Biological Research, and the Richards" Medical Center, all follow this
pattern.
This second solution is the more promising approach to providing
a flexible environment since flexibility is dependent on a Lack of fixed
elements. » From this can be drawn that the more open the plan and
the more movable the partitioning system, the more flexible the environ-
ment will be.
It is assumed for purposes of this thesis that lab furnishings exist
which meet the demands of the multi-purpose lab.
A characteristic of space science laboratories is the use of certain
pieces of large test equipment, for example the large vacuum chamber
in the basement of the Rice Space Science Building or the large space
simulation chambers in building Thirty-Two (32), and flight accelera-
tor in building Twenty-Nine (29) of the MSC. These pieces or equip-
ment are so large that they are not readily moved from one place , to
another. The experimental package must therefore be brought to them
for the accomplishment of the test or series of tests which the particular
equipment performs. Laboratories of this kind have been classified as
single purpose labs. These- labs because of the size of the equipment
do not respond to change, and must therefore be ,considered carefully
in their relation to the flexible lab environment.
SECTION 2	 GROWTH CELLS	 14
The second broad category of space in the lab environment is
support. Support has two general aspects, (1) circulation support,
and (2) functional support.
'I .	 Circulation, or "pathway systems", includes three
classifications, (a) structural, (b) electro-mechanical, and (c) human.
These pathway systems, either individually or together, form the build-
ing framework with spaces left for the "vital" spaces of the building.
The structural system is rarely considered as a circulation system,
but if we look at it in terms of structural forces rather than structural
members, then, the structural system of beams, girders, and columns
is nothing more than the pipeline or channel through which these
forces flow to the ground. The design conditions cannot remain static,
based only on the original hive and dead Loads. The structure must be
able to accommodate changes in loading within specific Iimits.
Electro-mechanical systems are circulation systems for gases,
electrical currents, and liquids. These systems are flexible where the
pipes, wires, or ducts are accessible. The collection of these systems
into vertical and horizontal chases makes it more efficient to provide
access space. These systems flow from a transformer, regulator, pump-
ing station, or some other intermediate control point into the building
and through the building to an outlet point. From the outlet point to
the use point, flexible connections can be and often are made.
The lost pathway system is the human pathway system made up of
corridors, stairs and elevators.
2.	 The second type of support space, functional support, is
the net building area used for other than experimental work. Included
in these spaces are offices, conference rooms, interpretation rooms,
secretarial pools, and information centers which are referred to as
E
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administration support, included as a second group designated as
fabrication support are machine shops, plastic shops, sewing shops,
paint shops, and other shops needed to support the space program,
The MSC planning personnel studied and established a basic planning
module,
to assure flexibility in space allocation and to
indicate a means of orderly future modification and
growth. The basic four foot, eight inch (4'811)
square module permits the smallest office dimension
to be more than adequate and adaptable to a variety
of furniture arrangements and allows a combination
of modules to establish an economical and flexible
structural module of 28 feet square. 18
it should be noted that this structural module correlates with the
spacecraft package size (Appendix E) of approximately thirty (30) feet.
The allocation of space on this basic module is in accordance
with the guidelines published by th y: GenerejI Services Administration ^9
The basic modular unit has been assumed to be adequate for the needs
of the space science facility.
In order to provide specific background for determining the appli-
cability of these functional cells to the space science labcsatory, the
second portion of Appendix 8, Fists the major facilities of the MSC and
gives a brief description of their current use. The facilities range from
maintenance shops to sophisticated environmental simulation chambers
which reproduce the effects of outer space. The developmental labora-
tories at MSC are assigned to the Engineering and Development Direc-
torate. 20 The facilities of this directorate have been the principal
focus of the research which supports this thesis. Tho greatest benefit
of Appendix B, Part 2, is to provide a basis for an understanding of
what exists and why at the NASA, Houston complex-.
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Effective planning for growth obviously requires time for devel-
opment of methods and ways of growing. The growth process is
affected, therefore, by the amount of effort spent in design. Appen-
dix B, Part 2 looks at the design time, and by comparing with the
costs and complf.,xty of the project concludes that there is a deter-
minant of design and construction time other than the size and com-
plexity of the construction project. It should not be concluded that
construction difficulties were not considered at all in establishing
design and construction time. Chart 2, Appendix 6, Part 2, shows
too much variation among projects for this to not have been a consider-
ation.
From this, it can be drawn that there is a third determinant of
the design and construction time, the operational need dote. it is
expedient that all possible steps be taken in order to meet these
operational deadlines.
In conclusion, there are in the space science laboratory
environment, seven diffe pent types of cells: multi-purpose and
single purpose laboratories; structural, electro-mechanical, and
human pathwayi' and administration and fabrication support. These
cells can be defined and combined in several ways to provide a
meaningful organization for further analysis.
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SECTION 3 - GROWTH PROPORTIONS OF LABORATORY CELLS
Having established and defined the types of spaces (cells) into
laboratories, circulation support and functional support, the next step
is to establish the proportions between the various parts. To accomplish
this, the computer progra;n shown in Appendix C, Part 1, was developed.
The building spaces of the research and development divisions of the
Manned Spacecraft Center and the Space Science Department of Rice
University were categorized and their dimensions collected and run on
the IBM 7040 Computer at the Rice University Computer Research Labora-
tory. The program takes the data inpVt in feet and inches, converts the
inches to decimal equivalents and multiplies the dimensions to obtain
the total building volume. The program then takes the building volume
and re-multiplies the length and width dimensions to determine the
total area. Additional quantities are fed in at this point for interior
floors which do not reflect in the calculation of the building volume.
The program determines the office area by converting modular units to
area in square feet.	 A.
Where the areas are irregular or where the function is administra-
tive in nature, the program multiplies the dimensions and divides by the
average number of square feet per person authorize:,! by the MSC. The
area is then determined and added to the total administrative area.
Administrative areas other than offices are figured by multiplication of
the dimensions of these areas with the results being added to the sum of
the administrative support area. The support area for 'both administra-
tion and fabrication were calculated as were the high bay lab area and
special equipment (i.e., vacuum chambers, accelerators, shakers, etc.)
areas. The pathway systems support area was determined from the
i
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dimensions of the spaces allocated to pedestrian circulation, mechani-
cal and electrical equipment rooms and,where significant, the struc-
ture.	 These spaces were deducted from the total building area to
determine the efficiency of each building.
	
The building's net area
and lab area were divided by the building population which gives the
net area per person and the lab area per scientist. 	 The lab area makes
a convenient reference point for tho determining of proportions with
other areas.
	
The ratio of each type of area to the Lab area was
determined (Appendix C) .
The program is based on the concept that lab space needs for any
particular experiment are predictable, based on an understanding of
the tasks to be performed .
All other space allocations serve labs, and are a function of the
lab area.	 Therefore, factors multiplied by lab area equal all other
spaces.	 The purpose of the program was to determine these factors.
r
The data input to the program could be by organizational divi-
sion or by building, but for purposes of this thesis, input data was by
building.
	
The output was manually tabulated for divisions.
The data output from the program is shown in Appendix C, Part 2.
This data provided the raw proportions which were analyzed by divisions
(Appendix D). While the ratio of lab to the various types of area vary
greatly from one building to the next, the ratio from one division to the
next has more significant limits of variation. 	 Using this method of
analyzing the data, the proportional relationships between the vari-
ous spaces were determined. 	 Chart 1 shows the proportions established
as representative of the significant functional cells of the space science
laboratory environment.
F
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Using these proportions for the building areas:
The formula -
Total Building area (T) = Laboratory area (L) +
Systems Support
area (S) + Adminis-
tration Support
area (SA) + Fabri-
cation Support
a rea (S F)
becomes in terms of lab area
T = L + .40L + .42L + .04L
t
14
R
r	
t
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To stop at this point and arbitrarily establish the factors
developed in Section 3 as a standard would be wrong. The scope of
endeavor in space science covers so many fields of exploration and
the requirements vary so greatly that the representative conditions prob-
ably fulfill completely the requirements of no single division. It is,
therefore, necessary to plan not only for specific proportions but to
bracket each of these proportions with maximum and minimum limits
within which the specific functional area can vary.
Returning to the computer output data (Appendix C, Part 2),
the data was reanalyzed and maximum and minimum limits were estab-
lished within which the area requirements of space science research and
development divisions could be expected to fall .
Table I shows the limits which were established in terms of their
relation to the lab area.
TABLE 1 MINIMUM, MAXIMUM, AND AVERAGE PROPORTIONS
OF LABORATORY SERVICE FUNCTIONS TO THE
LABORATORY AREA
Proportions
Description of Ratio
	 Minimum	 Maximum	 Mean
^.	 Support/Lab
A .	 Systems
Support/Lab
B.	 Functional
Support/Lab
.ba
	
1.50^
	 .ss
.36	 .45	 .40
.27
	
.66	 .46
1 , Administration
Support/Lab
	
25	 .60	 .42
R
2. Fabrication
	 }
Support/Lab 1 .02	 .06	 04
_E
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Table 2 was developed to relate thn factors in Table 1 to the
total facility area.
TABLE 2 - MINIMUM, MAXIMUM ,  ANID MEAN PROPORTIONS OF
LABORATORY AND LABORATORY SUPPORT FUNCTIONS
TO THE TOTAL LABORATORY FACILITY AREA
Maximum
	
Minimum
	 Mean
Cell Description
	 Lab Aro-a	 Lab Area	 Lab Area
	
.	 Laboratory	 .61	 .48	 .54
	
11.	 Support	 .39
	 .52	 .46
A .	 Pathway Systems
Support
	
.23	 .21	 .21
B.	 Functional Support	 .16	 ,.31	 .25
1. Administration .15	 .28
	 .23
2. Fabrication	 .01	 11.03	 1.02
From the information provided by these two charts, several propor-
tioned planning statements can be evolved which should be of significant
value in planning for future space science facilities.
The gross interior building area is equal to the sum of the lab space,
tki pathways systems support area, and the functional support area.
Therefore, the gross interior building area should be between 164 per
cent and 210 per cent of the total lab area
164% $ gross interior building area 	 210%Lab Area
Based on the laboratory area once again, the proportion of func-
tional support to lab is between 27 per cent and 66 per cent of the lab
area. This variation is the largest of any "cell" type
SECTION 4	 LIMITS	 27
27%	 Functional Support Area 	 66%Lab Area
Systems Support area varies 9%, from 36% to 45% of the lab area.
36%
	
Systems Sueport Area	 45%Lob
The admin ► 3tration support area has a minimum to maximum spread
between 25 and 6U per cent of the lab area.
25%	 Administratio n Area	 60%Lab Area
By definition, the total building area is equal to the sum of the
lab space, the systems support urea (pathways), and the functional sup-
port area. The research planner in programming future facilities could
use the factors developed in three ways.
First, he could reasonably expect the building area to be upproxi
mately 1.85 times his projected lab area. This proportion is higher for
electronics and data collection agencies and lower for those agencies
dealing with large component, of the spacecraft.
Second, using the average construction cost developed in
Appendix B2 or the construction cost for any facility similar to the one
planned, the project budget could be dividea and the total square
footage obtained. Working backwards from this information, the rela-
tive quantities for. each function can be determined and! maximum and
minimum limits of variation established.
A third way to use the proportional information established would
be from the projected staffing requirements for the research facility.
Knowing the number and organizational level of the people supporting
SECTION 4,
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the research effort a projection of administration space requirements
can be made. Dividing the administration requirements by 0.40 and
multiplying the resultant by 1.80, a projected total building area can
be determined. Applying the factors in Table 2 to the total building
area, the proportional allocations of space to the basic sub-functions
can be made
Charts 2, 3, and 4 illustrate graphically, the proportional re-
lationships of the total lob environment as the limits vary.
Finally, the planning formula
T = L + .40L + .42L + .04L
must be capable of adjusting from
T = L + .36L + .25L + .02L
to
T = L + e45L + 60L 4• .06L.
Architecturally, these formulas provide an insight into how much
flexibility must be established for the space science facility. The prob-
lem then becomes one of testing to see if an architectural system com-
posed of laboratory spaces and support spaces can be formulated which
can meet these varying proportional requirements.
i^
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CHART 2 RELATIONSHIP OF LABORATORY AREA
TO SUPPORT AREA IN SPACECRAFT
DEVELOPMENT FACILITIES
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SECTION 5 - SIMULATED APPLICATION OF GROWTH PRINCIPLE
Having classified the functional cells of the laboratory environ-
ment, developed the proportional quantities of these cells one to the
other, and established the limits of variation of the proportions, the
final step is to test the total concept in a demonstration project. The
purpose of the project is to develop a system for laboratory facilities
which will be capable of responding to the limits of variation normally
expected in the lab environment.
All space science experiments either deal with the spacecraft or
some portion. thereof or are so large that they cannot be housed in any
laboratory. From Appendix E, it becomes apparent that while a great
amount of change has taken' place in the overall size of the rocket
vehicle and in the length of the spacecraft, the diameter of the space -
craft has remained constant at approximately 30 feet. Using this as
the basic modular determinant for the lab area, a bay size of 60' by
60' should accommodate any spacecraft component and allow a mini-
mum of 15' for access on al  sides. In order to Gain even greater ver-
satility, four of these 60' by 60' modules can be ciusterrd into a lab
unit 120' by 120'.
Using the 120' by 120' lab unit as a point of approach, a system
was developed to illustrate the feasibility of the Lmsic growth/change
principle.
The following diagram and drawings illustrate one possible method
of applying the proportional theory to the problem of space science labora-
tories. A number of systems exist which allow for flexibility but do not
readily conform to the proportions required between the various cells of
the space science environment.
i
t
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The proposal shown, established about a strong circulation
framework, provides the greatest flexibility with the least excess
capability. Two primary types of cells were developed for incorpor••
ation into the framework, the laboratory cell and the functional sup-
port ce I I .
Several assumptions were made which are important to the solu-
tion presented. These assumptions are:
1. Lab unit should be 120' x 120' (see Appendix F) .
2. The automobile is part of the highway system, thus
parking will be provided at the highway. A rapid
transit system will serve the complex and provide tnt'
interface between the laboratory facility and the
major circulation system which brings the personnel
to the site.
3	 Existing facilities will be present on land to be
selected for the new laboratory complex.
4. Cafeterias, the main mechanical plant and overall
administration will be shared by all divisions.
Several objectives were also established for exploration.
1. The establishment of a circulation framework into
which the "vital" cells could be plugged.
2. The providing of an environmental cluster (EQ of
three basic types of growth cells; laboratory,
system support, and functional support.
3. Anyone EC would be capable of supporting
the proportional space requirements of any space
division.	
i
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4. The support cells would be designed with the
capability to change within the limits of the
anticipated proportional requirements.
5. Functional support cells could be moved
from one EC to another.
6. The system would be non-terminating (capable
of sopping or starting at any EC) .
7. System would be capable of expansion in
either direction along two perpendicular axes.
Based on these assumptions and with these objectives in mind,
the following system was developed.
The system places support areas along both sides of the lab area.
The circulation framework shown in the accompanying diagram was
established as the pattern which best served this basic configuration.
The circulation framework shown in the accompanying diagram
was established as the pattern which Lest accomplished the objectives
of this study. Like a plant the circulation systems rise through primary
vascular trunks to the point of distribution. At this point, the services
disseminate into smaller horizontal channels, like veins of 'a leaf, and
finally disseminate to any point where service is required.
The use of a "plug-in" functional support cell requires a structural
system which can accommodate the movement of the individual cells.
This requirement dictates the use of a Vierendeel truss from which and
into which the cellular units can be plugged and unplugged. The
Vlerendeel truss is not the most efficient truss design, but is the only
one which can accommodate the ready removoi of support units
because of the lack of all diagonal bracinc!
I
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In order to make this the most efficient Vierendeel system pos-
sible, the following steps were taken:
1. The establishment of an optimum truss span
2. The alternating of trusses up and down after
the LeMessurier method.
3. The use of vertical transportation trunks to take
care of wind loads in the anticipated narrow
direction.
Making the system non-terminating requires that each EC should
be a structural entity or, if not, that a temporary support be provided
to fulfill the functions .supplied by the missing unit of the system.
Since making each unit self-sufficient is inherently the most efficient,
the system was designed so that the structure supporting the office
wings cantilevers from the main structure. Expansion is accommodated
in one direction at the point of contact and between the laboratory
units in the other direction.
Each major truss accommodates a tributary area 120' wide, since
this area drops to 60' in the support cells, the truss can be double
loaded with two floors on each chord (one above and one below), and
thus the tributary area of 120' per chord is reestablished.
The capability for response to the needs of any space science
division provides the capability for both growth and change.
The design of the planning system should anticipate taking
advantage of this capability. Therefore, the support cells are co)m-
posed of smaller units approximately 12 x 12 x 32 of pressed metal or	 k
molded plastic which could be lifted in and out of place by a system	 r
of mobile crones. The units should be designed to accommodate the
addition or deletion of partitions to provide for the normal functional
support space requirements.
8
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The following drawings and photographs indicate the syster,i
devised as a demonstration of the feasibility of this thesis.
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CONCLUSION
In conclusion, a growth principle is proposed - "that growth
is dependent upon a system of different types of cells, mixed together
proportionally, with limits of flexibility established for any or all of
the proportions".
By research, the types of cells can be classified with the assist-
ance of the digital computer. In space science facilities, the paro-
meters of flexibility are within the realm of feasibility.
The system evolved as a demonstration illustrates one approach to
the specific problem of outlining a s; stem which reflects the proportional
requirements of the space science laboratory. Other systems are possible.
However, the important thing is that the system evolved reflect and be
capable of responding to the entire set of mathematical proportions
which are likely to exist between the various cells of the building.
If the planning system and the construction system developed from it
have this capability, then entire divisions can be relocated within the
facility, old divisions can he phased-out, and new divisions can be
added
As the system extend; its fibres, the pattern of growth can be
predicted without elaborate compositional master planning. The
standardization of the construction of facilities into a single system
should shorten both design and construction times and provide a unity
of expression throughout the facility despite the diversification of
functions within the space science complex.
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APPENDIX A GROWTH AND CHANGE
The greatest problem of space science facilities is the inability
to grow and adapt. Planners have developed three basic ways of
planning for growth, (1) compositional planning, (2) mega-form
planning, (3) cellular cluster. 1 (see Chart 1.) All of these methods
of planning have value, but no one is a complete and ideal solution
to the problem of growth.
In Japan, a group of young architects, the Metabolists, are
studying the wayo, in which biological organisms grow --their purpose
being to see if in nature there is a clue to a new and better way of
building. Their efforts have classified two planning systems. First, the
""porous space" system which is an adaptation of the "cellular cluster"
system already discussed; second, the "fiber form" system which is an
interesting idea of clustering strips of buildings instead of cellular
units. 2' This allows for more flexibility since the strips can vary in
length as well as in height and number.
`
	
	 Exploring further the idea of growth, one can observe four dif-
ferent ways in which things grow. These are (1) cell division,
(2) fiber extension, (3) merger, and (4) unit expansion. (See Chart 2) .
1 .	 Cell division occurs in all biological organisms and is
the basis of all natural growth. It occurs when the chromosomes of the
cell nucleus multiply to the point that the nucleus is capable of support-
ing two self-sufficient cells. At this point, the nucleus splits and in
place of one there are two cells.
2. Cell division as the only growth phenomenon exists only
in simple organisms. Higher biological organisms grow by coordinated
cell division. Cell division of several different types of cells
t
}
1iMr..
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multiplying in proportion to each other. The human body does not
grow al I its bone cells and then start on its production of muscle and
skin tissue. Rather the total organism grows as a coordinated whole
with skin, bone, and muscle all increasing in some definite propor-
tion to one another. The rate of growth and the proportions between
organs have been the subject of several studies reported by Thompson4,
Huxley$ , and Tanner6.
Another important phenomenon is that while there appears to be
a definite proportion between the various parts of the organism, these
proportions vary within limits within any given species. Humans vary
in height Arid weight though almost all humans weigh from 70 to 270
pounds and few members of the species reach a height of more than
seven feet. The human navel is located at approximately 0.616 times
the individual's height, but this proportion varies plus or minus a slight
amount for each iindividual. The angle of deflection of a spiral shell
of the various species of marine snails wiries within a few degrees for
each species.$
	
A third rather obvious observation is that higher order organisms
	 {
(i.e., primr3tes, mollusc, etc.) are composed of cells which have dif-
ferent characteristics and perform different functions. 9 Bone cel'Is vary	 s
from brain cells and both vary from epidermal cells. To be sure, there
are similarities between the various types of cells in size and organizo-
tion, but the differences are for more important to the functions of the
total organism than are the similarities.10	 T
0
Two members of the Metabol ist group, Fumihiko Maki, Professor
of City Planning at Harvard University, and 4'Aasato Ohtaka of Waseda
University, collaborating on an essay published as a part of Structure
in Art and in Science, state that, '.'The vital image of group-form.,,
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derives from a dynamic equilibrium of gene rative elements - not a
composition of stylized and finished ob ects."
They define in general terms the elements of collective form
as wall, floor, shaft, unit, link, and go on to state that the urban
design should be a crystallization of the human activities pattern. i 1
Architects have long recognized that ,buildings ahould be a
reflection of the functions within. They have also recognized and
defined the elements which organize the environment. The important
concept is the existence of a "dynamic equilibrium."
It is this dynamic balance which is a basic characteristic of
natural growth. That the parts of an organism must balance to support
Hie is obvious. The important thing is that this balance does not
remain constant but shifts in response to the demands of the organism
and the environment in which it exists, 12
A portion of offsprings of the fruit flies exposed to "temperature
shocks" produced wings that lack a cross vein.
By repeating the "temperature shocks" in subsequent generations,
a strain of fruit flies without cross veins in the wing can be developed.
Here, a remarkable change in the functional organization has occurred,
but there is no indication from the study by Waddington whether there
was a compensating shift in the fruit fly anatomy to allow the wing
cel Is to function without the cross ve4) 0 13 One can only assume,
since the fruit flies survived, that adequate compensation was made.
Sedillot, conducted in the latter nineteenth century, a series
of experiments to observe natures compensation for a
 loss in one func-
tional element of the body. He removed the tibia from the leg of l
young puppies, leaving the fibula minor le bone to supportY g p pP •
	g	 ^	 g	 ^	 PI^-  the
puppies' weight. The fibula is normally one-fifth to one-sixth of 	 ?
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the diameter of the tibia, but under the new condition it grew ti I I
it was as thick or even thicker than the normal bulk of the tibia.
Thus the normal proportions between bone and muscle were restored .14
But while the proportions exist between the various functional
elements and while proportions remain relatively constant throughout
the body, the pattern of growth in any one organ or region varies
significantly. The growth rate of an organ is stronger at one point
and decreases in intensity downwards from this point. Even so, all
parts of the body grow at approximately the some rate as the body
as  whole, and the wiquence of growth is constant. 16 (i.e., the
heart develops before the lungs, these are followed by the development
of reproductive organs and rudimentary skeleton, and so on.)
Architecturally, several things are suggested by these observations,
but the most significant point is that growth is dependent upon a system
of different types of cells, mixed together proportionally, with limits
of flexibility established for any or all of the proportions.
Already our buildings are composed of units performing dissimilar
functions and existing in some sort of proportion. But our buildings
exist as individual structures rather than as organs of a Larger organism
which is the total facility. The architectural system which would estab-
lish the species has not been developed. However, the idea that pro-
portions can be established within limits, not universally for all build-
ings, but for the majority of buildings of a particular type, is new, and
as demonstrated in the text of this thesis does have architectural appli-
cation.
3	 A third way in which things grow, though not as import-
ant in terms of occurrence, is the process of merger. Merger occurs
when two independent cells cometogether to make one larger cell.
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This process is the beginning of life in all higher animals. This rhenom-
enon occurs perhaps more often in chemistry where the electrons from
one element combine with these of another to form a new heavier com-
pound.
Merger is simply the addition of dissimilar parts. All our build-
ings are constructed by the simple addition of one part to another.
Prefabricated parts and "clip on" 1 8 units are sophistications of the
merger process. Because we build in this fashion, it is possible to
build the structural system and then to come back and put the shin on.
There is no need for a self-sufficiency of the organism while the process
is in progress. It is only after tha building is built and occupied and
future additions are being built that a need exists to maintain any one
element of the pion in a self-sufficient status. To maintain operations
during the change process demands that the planner be as concerned
with growth in the general and master planning of a facility, complex,
or urban area as with the initial growth which produces the first stage
of the total plan.
4.	 The fourth and last type of growth is "unit expansion".
Water as it freezes increases in volume and therefore must be included
when we define growth as an increase in size. A balloon as it fills
with air stretches to surround the entra t ,)ed air. Indeed, in the years
since World War 1, inflatable structures have been developed which
expand and contract by the addition of air. Their importance in the
total picture of architecture is relatively unimportant. They do not
fall readily into any of the other ,growth processes and as we approach
the era of flexible architecture, we see their use more and more for
temporary spaces for one purpose or another. 19
I WA-416
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In summary, the solution to the problem of growth would be the
development of a system for each building type composed of different
kinds of cells, mixed together Oroportionally, with limits of flexibility
established for these proportions._,
MEGAFORM
1
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CHART A 1:	 METHODS OF MASTER PLANNING 20
COMPOSITI ` .'AL 1— Two-stage design process.
A- The functional dia-
gram.
B - The: development of
individual buildings.
2- Ability to respond to
change is limited by t! e
ability of each individual
building. .
3- Widely accepted and
practiced as an approach
to master planning.
I - A large "super" frame
housing all functions of
a city or part of a city.
2- Depends on recognition
of the elements which
change rapidly and
those which change
slowly.
3- Accommodates extreme
densities.
CELLULAR CLUSTER
­W 77T
1. A	 I 	
I.,
1- Evolves from a system
of generative elements
in space.
2- Generally evolved
spontaneously and
slowly.
3- Reflects activity
patterns.
CELL DIVISION
00
MERGER
UNIT
EXPANSION
"I.90.
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CHART A2: NATURAL METHODS OF GROWTH21
FIBER
EXTENSION
1- Basic, process of organic
growth - one spl its to
become two.
2- Only growth process in
the simplest forms of
life.
3- Occurs when cell nu-
cleus divides.
1- Coordinated Cell
division.
2- Occurs in growth
process of all higher
organisms.
3- Proportions between co-
ordinated cells vary
within limits.
1- Process of combining
two to become one.
2- Starts the cell division
process of primates.
3- Important in the forma-
tion of chemical com-
pounds.
1- Molecular unit
changes internally
and increases in size.
Example: freezing
water; stretching
rubber.
_r.	 -.^..
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APPENDIX B^ GROWTH CELLS OF THE LABORATORY COMPLEX
PART 1	 ANALYSIS OF LABORATORY FACILITIES
Space science is an aggregate of a il I those existing sciences and
any new sciences required to supfxart man's push beyond the life
sustaining atmosphere of the mgrth,
Since it does incorporate existing sciences, one should be able
to analyze and draw information from examples in other scientific dis-
ciplines.
Perhaps the most notable and certainly the most publicized labo-
ratories were those done by Louis I. Kahn for the University of Penn-
syl van is and for the Jonas Salk Foundation. The Superior Oil Comb any
Geophysical Laboratory and the Rice University Space Science and
Technology wilding were local examples which hove received awards
or commendation. Finally, Building Thirteen has been selected as arr
example typical of those found at the Manned Spacecraft Center,
Houston.
In analyzing these buildings, two major functions were noted -
laboratories and support.
Laboratories are spaces used to conduct the experimental work
of a particular facility.
Support area is devoted to supporting pathway systems (structures,
electro-mechanical and humon) and the supporting functions of admin-
istration and fabrication.
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THE ALFRED N, RICHARD 'S MEDICAL RESEARCH CENTER
UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA
LO U IS lo KAH N, ARCH iTECT
Laboratories -
Multi-purpose laboratories -
The laboratories in this building are contained in large,
square islands stacked eight stories high and connected by
bridges to a central service shaft, i These large labs were
subsequently broken up with concrete block partitions which
could be removed if necessary to accommodate change
The laboratory was planned for expansion by the addition
of additional lab and mechanical towers. No one lab
unit can be expanded; however, any number of new units
can be added. The construction proceeded in two phases
as indicated on the accompanying illustration. All verti
col mechanical systems have been removed from the lab.
Systems Support (Pa6ways)
Electro-Mechanical
The major mechanical service is carried vertically in a
shaft which contains all three pathway systems. The
branch ducts into the laboratory spaces are carried within
a specially designed structural system of interlocking
Vierendeel trusses.3 Local service runs up and down from
the floor sandwich. Exhaust ducts are located in indepen-
dent shafts
	 cad'a ent to eu h ldb toe 	 gbr	 austi s	 a	 w r kw r^^ ys
tems are required. 4 The mechanical systems are accessible	 i'
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within the vertical machine shaft and run exposed in the
laboratory
Structure -
This building has two structural systems; one in the
machine house and another in the laboratory towers. The
structural material in these towers is post tensioned, rein-
forced concrete beams and columns, steam cured to insure
dimensional accuracy. 5 The two-way system was precast
and designed to interlock into place. The laboratory struc-
tural bay is 45 feet square.6 The house for the machine,
as the main mechanical tower is called, is structured of
shear walls and slab floors.
Human Pathways -
Horizontal circulation is defined in the mechanical tower
and in the bridges which connect the towers. The horizon-
tal circulation in the tab bay being undefined or defined
only by the block partitions which separate the research
areas. Vertical circulation occurs in the mechanical tower
the lower floor of which is devoted almost entirely to the
building entrance. The mechanical house has two stairs,
and each laboratory is served by at least one stair tower.$
Functional Support -
Administration
Offices for research personnel occur as part of the labora-
tory environment in the first phase of the plan In the
second phase of the plan, the top two floors of the lab
towers were devoted to offices. Of all the laboratories
analyzed, this is the only one where the laboratory and
v,
I
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the supporting offices have been integrated. It should be
noted that in the later solution for the Salk Laboratories,
Kahn abandoned the idea of integrated laboratories and
offices,
{
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SALK LABORATORIES FOR BIOLOGICAL RESEARCH
TORREY PINES, CALIFORNIA
LOUIS to KAHN, ARCHITECT
Laboratories -
Multi-purpose laboratories -
Lab spaces are long span spaces which can be subdivided
into any space configuration required. Lab space is
limited on either side and above by structure. Linear
expansion is limited by the large mechanical shafts at
either end of the lab area. The sandwiching of lab and
mechanical floors permits tremendous flexibility on the
horizontal plan but combines with structure to limit verti-
cal expansion.
Systems Support (Pathway)
Electro-Mechanical -
Laboratory floors are served by horizontal chases which
occupy a ful I floor above each lab.° A considerable
amount of area is provided to make the mechanical systems
accessible for modification. Horizontal chases are served
at either end and along one side by vertical chases. More
floor area is devoted to mechanical support than to any other
function within the building.10
Electrical services run in the same chases as the mechani-
cal services. Electrical conduit is therefore accessible for
modification.
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Structure -
Framing members of post tensioned, reinforced concrete
were poured in place. Forms for the entire project were
designed to produce sharp delineation of building surfaces
and expression of the building's construction technique.
The office and mechanical towers appended down either
side of the laboratories are formed with shear walls and
slab floors. These supporting floors Are staggered vertically
by half floors from the laboratory and mechanical floors.
Human Pathways -
y
	
	
Horizontal circulation runs along the entire length of both
sides of the Laboratory. These two long main "people
duets" serve the lab directly and are connected to the
functional support islands by small bridges. Vertical
circulation is provided by stair towers adjacent to the
bridge in each support element and by stairs and elevators
in each end of the building.
Functional Support -
j	 Administration -
Offices for research personnel constitute the primary admin-
tstrative support requirement of this facility. These offices
ce located along one side of the laboratory and are sepa-
rated by half a level from the lab areas which they serve.
Where required, within the office towers, are located
porches for conferences and for informal relaxation. 12
One of the most important single achievements of this faci-
':	 I ity was the separation of functional support from the labo-
ratory space
z
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SUPERIOR OIL COMPANY LABORATORY AND OFFICE BUILDING
HOUSTON, TEXAS
TODD Q TACKETT LACY, ARCHITECTS
Laboratories -
Multi-purpose laboratories
Laboratories have been concentrated on the Southwest
corner of the building. This laboratory block was
divided into individual labs for specific researchers.
Research personnel of similar discipline are grouped
together. The grid planning system which underlies
i
	 the entire building plan allows within well defined. , Y
j	 limits for an infinite variety of laboratory configura-
tions. The lab is limited vertically by structure.
Linear expansion of the labs is limited by a machine
shop on one side and the main lobby on the other.
The structure is outside the building volume and does
not hinder changes in the building's internal layout.
Future additions are planned as independent buildings
in the area 0jacent to this building
Systems Support (Pathways)
Electro-Mechanical -
The laboratory block is served by horizontal ducts
carried in a chase above the acoustical ceiling
The mechanical system is accessible by removing
the ceiling panels where necessary. This system
is infinitely more economical than a system which
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provides accessibility by the allocation of floor space
for this purpose, such as the arrangement at the Salk
Institute. In a multi-story building, services could
be run up or down.
Electrical service is run through the ceiling as is the
mechanical service. 13 Electricity is dropped from the
ceiling through metal service ducts or simply through
cables dropped through the ceiling. Electrical con-
duits are accessible for modification through the ceil-
ipa .
Structure -
The structural system for this building is steel. Four
steel columns were originally conceived to support a
two-way structural grid over each structural module
of 54 feet by 54 feet.
Human Pathways -
Human circulation occurs through a strong grid of
interconnected corridors„ The horizontal circulation
of this one-story structure is used to segregate the
building's various 'functional areas.
Functional Support -
Administration -
This building provides offices for the personnel assigned
to the research and exploration section of the company.
The administrative support functions include offices,
interpretation rooms, a library, record storage, and
secretary and reception space. Administrative functions
are buffered from the lab block by circulation areas,
but could be converted to laboratories if necessary.
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Fabrication
The building contains a large machine shop on one
side of the lab block. The machine shop fabricates
various parts used in the research and exploration
program, Other fabrication spaces are the instrument
installation, drafting room and material storage areas.
i
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SPACE SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY BUILDING
RICE UNIVERSITY, HOUSTON t TEXAS
PIERCE & PIERCE, ARCHITECTS
Laboratories -
Multi-purpose laboratories -
The laboratories in this building are concentrated in a
48" corridor down the canter of the building. Support
functiops occur along either side of the labs but are cap-
able of being converted into labs
	 The I ineor expansion
of the labs is blocked by towers which contain mechani-
cal services, elevators, and stairs.
Single-purpose laboratories -
Large vacuum systems to support environmental testing of
the various experiments conducted at Rice are located in
s the basement of the building. 	 These labs are not contained
in the central lab core as are the labs on the floors above.
Systems Support (Pathways) -
Electro-Mechanical -
The major mechanical service to the labs and support area
come through horizontal spines running down either side
of the lab core.
	 These spines are served by 10 vertical
shafts each 8` square.	 The horizontal ducts are accessible
}r through removeable panels which enclose the horizontal
spines,
{
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Structure w
The structural system for this building is reinforced con-
crete. The interior vertical columns are incorporated in
the vertical mechanical shafts. Column rows are 32' apart.
Human Pathways -
Exterior corridors around the perimeter of each floor serve
as the primary means of horizontal circulation. Vertical
stairs occur in large elements at either end of the building.
A service elevator is located on the west end of the build
1ing
Small corridors in the interior floor ai ,ea provide access to
the offices and labs.
Functional Support -
Administration -
A high percentage of the building is devoted to offices for
faculty, research assistants and graduate students. The
offices are located along the length of either side of lab
areas. Partitions are lightweight, non-structural partitions
which con be removed if the space is needed for labora-
tories, The administrative functions and lal, functions .
have in a few places inlermngled with each other. The
main offices of the Space Science Department and the
browsing library occupy a portion of the central space.
On the first floor, laboratories occur in portions of the
plan normally assigned 'ro office use.
Fabrication
The central portion of the basement floor is devoted to a
machine shop where parts for the experimental packages
can be fabricated.
r
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SYSTEMS EVALUATION LABORATORY, BUILDING 13
MANNED SPACECRAFT CENTER, HOUSTON, TEXAS
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION
BROWN AND ROOT, ARCHITECTS AND ENGINEER
Laboratories -
Multi-purpose laboratories -
Lke most facilities of the MSC, the Systems Evaluation
Laboratory has two components, (1) a low bay structure
which houses offices for support personnGi and some multi-
purpose laboratories, and (2) a connected high bay struc-
ture used for both multi-purpose and single purpose
laboratories. In the low bay element, the offices are
arranged in a ring around the perimeter of the building.
The interior core is used for multi-purpose laboratories.
These laboratories are either open or divided by liant-
weight, non-structural partitions which can be changed
as necessary,,
Single purpose laboratories -
The end of the high bay facility of this building is capable
of working with a complete spacecraft. The special hoists
required and the various evaluation equipment are perma-
nently installed at this location.
Systems Support _
Electro-Mechanical -
The mechanical services are carried in the sandwich be-
tween the ceiling and the floor above, the ceiling and
S
I
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the roof and beneath the floor slab. The ceiling is an
acoustical grid ceiling with removable panels. Those
portions of the mechanical system which run above the
ceiling are accessible and may be relocated if necessary.
The air conditioning system conditions the air in mixing
boxes; located above the ceiling. The air is ducted through
flexible ducts from the mixing box to the outlet register.
Structure -
The structure is poured in place reinforced concrete. The
structural grid is 28 x 28 feet.
Human pathways -
In the low bay area, the ring of offices are separated from
the interior labs by a corridor. Stairs and elevators occur
	 l
at either end of the lab core and there is an open stair in
the building lobby. In the high bay area relatively few
corridors are defined and only one stair is provided from
the multi-purpose labs oil
	 mezzanine.
Functional Support -
Administration -
As mentioned earlier, the low bay area has a peripheral
ring of administrative offices which occur on both floors.
These offices are laid out on a 4'8" planning module .15
The office bays have large glass areas with deep overhangs,
and large sun shades. The administration ring, in addition
to offices, contains conference and interpretation rooms,
secretarial personnel and a drafting room.
IP
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Fabrication Support -
The work conducted in Building 18 is supported by a small
machine shop which fabricates minor parts needed in the
experimental program. The fabrication shop is located
beneath the mezzanine in the high bay area.
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X
PART 2:	 INVENTORY, MANNED SPACECRAFT CENTER,
HOUSTON
SECTION 1	 CURRENT USAGE
The following charts show the current function of the major
buildings of the Manned Spacecraft Center, Houston. The Houston
facility is the largest and most complete spacecraft development
facility in the country. An analysis of the buildings which house
these facilities and their functions should lead to an understanding
of the major planning requirements for this type of laboratory.
i
i
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TABLE B-1:	 CURRENT USAGE OF THE FACILITIES OF THE
MANNED SPACECRAFT CENTER, HOUSTON
BUILDING NAML NO. CURRENT USE
Auditorium 1 Auditorium Wing is utilized for press
conferences, presentations, conferences,
technical symposiums and other activi-
ties requiring a large meeting area.
Office Wing houses+ activities of the
Public Affairs Office.
Project Management 2 Primarily used for executive manage-
Building ment offices, project offices, and
other administrative services.
Central Cafeteria 3 A food service-Cafeteria
iFlight Operations 4 An office-laboratory facility to house
Office flight crews, flight activities and
training personnel.
Mission Simulation 5 Houses flight simulators and spacecraft
and Training mock-ups used in training flight crews
Facility in the procedures and techniques of
flight situations.
Life Systems 7 Houses engineering and development
Facility functions related to space suits and
their supporting Fife systems.
Technical Services 8 Photographic services and medical
Offices operations including the Medical
Dispensary.
Technical Services 9 Office Wing used for Technical Services
Facility Division and Engineering Division per-
sonnel.	 High-bay shop wing used for
the construction of wood, plastic,
and metal spacecraft hardware items.
APPENDIX B;
BUILDING NAME
Technical
Services
Shop
Branch Cafeteria
Central Data
Office
Systems
Evaluation
Laboratory
Anechoic Chamber
Tent Facility
Instrumentation and
Electronics System
Laboratory
Spacecraft Research
Office and
Laboratory
LEM Boresight
Range Control
Building
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NO. CURRENT USE
10 Extensive fabrication shops for the con-
struction of wood, plastics, and metal
spacecraft prototypes up to full scale
in size.
11 A food service facility.
12 Contains the primary computers support-
ing the MSC. Provides central collec-
tion, reduction, and preparation
services for data from flight tests and
data generated by all technical
organizations.
13 The detailed investigation of materials,
spacecraft structural components and
complete structural assemblies under
environmental conditions are conducted
here
14 Development and testing of antenna
and communications in onechoic
environment and for the development
of optical frequency communications.
15 Development and testing of spacecraft
electrical systems and subsystems.
16 Utilized for work in advanced space-
craft design; dynamic stability develop-
ment and propulsion and energy systems
design; and for work in area of control,
griidance and navigation systems
development.
18 Ccntrols and supports testing and
development activities of the adjacent
Rendezvous Radar Boresight Range
is
1
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Flight Acceleration
Facility
Mission Control
Center Houston
Lunar Mission and
Space Exploration
Facility
Space Environ-
ment Simulation
Laboratory
Ultra-High Vacuum
Space Chamber
Facility
Flight Acceleration
Motor Generator
Building
Flight Crew Training
Facility
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NO, CURRENT USE
29 Houses the centrifuge.
30 Houses the personnel, equipment
and facilities necessary to exercise
operational direction, technical
management and operational sup-
port for manned space flight
programs. The Mission Operations
Wing is the nerve center for communi-
cations and electronics controls
employed to maintain contact with
spacecraft and crew during actual
flight missions.
31 The development of the in-flight
engineering and scient Pc. experiments
to be conducted from Apollo Space-
craft.
32 Contains two large-scale vacuum
chambers and ancillary equipment
used for testing spacecraft under
environmental conditions.
33 Testing and Evaluation of spacecraft
components under extreme vacuum
conditions, heat transfer evaluation,
gas leakage, and material phenomena.
34 Houses the motor generator sets for
supplying continuous power to the
Flight Acceleration Facility.
35 The training of flight crews.
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BUILDING NAME NO, CURRENT USE
Translation and 259 Part of the building is an astronaut
Docking S'rmula- physical training facility.
	 The high-
tion Facility bay portion has been modified to
accommodate landing and Recovery
simulations in a water tank facility.
Radiological Cali- 261 The testing and evaluating of the gamma
bration and Waste and neutron radiation on electronic
Storage Facility systems and components.
ARC Jet, Radiant 262 The simulation of the high heat-transfer
Heating and rates anc! gas enthalpies encountered
Acoustic Test during atmospheric entry from earth-
Facility orbit and lunar missions; testing of
manned spacecraft thermal-protection
systems and materials.
Health Physics 263 A laboratory for work in heat and acous-
tic areas and a storage and issue facility
for radioactive material and health
physics protective equipment.
Radiation and 265 Monitors radiation hazards encountered
Fields Accelerator in space.	 Houses a three million
electron volt positive icon accelerator.
Solar Telescope 270 Primary training site for the optical
phase of the Apollo Space Radiation
Warning System.
x	
Solar Radio 271 Tracking the sun from sunrise to sunset
and monitoring radio noise associated
L
with solar flare; and related activity.
Water Treatment 322 Utilized for the pre-chlorination of
the potable water supply for the site.
Maintenance 325 Storage of Materials and supplies for
Shop craftsmen and tradesmen associated
with facility maintenance of
rrAds and grounds.
Roads and 326 Garage and maintenance area for vari-
Grounds ous types of equipment utilized for the
maintenance of roads and grounds
at the Center.
n
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BUILDING NAME NO, CURRENT USE
MSC Work Control 327 Temporarily houses service contractor
Center personnel who perform the maintenance
work control function.
Roads and Grounds 328 Siorage of fertilizer, insecticides,
Material Storage vegetation control products, and
Facility similar products.
Water-Land Impact 338 Full-scale impact testing to simulate
Test Facility and evaluate landing conditions of
spacecraft.
Thermochemical 354 An administrative, office-Loboratory
Test Facility facility for supporting the systems test
programs of the other Thermochemical
Test Facilities. i
Thermochemical 351 A vacuum and environment facility to
Space Chamber test spacecraft systems and subsystems in
Facility area of power generation, cryogenic and
propellant technology, and thermal con-
trol systems.
Electro-Explosive 352 Testing of pyrotechnic devices and systems
Devices Facility used on spacecraft. }
Reaction Control 353 The testing and evaluation of the perform-
Test Facility once of storable-propellant reaction-
control rocket engines in the thrust
range from 5 to 1,000 pounds.
Space Power Systems 354 Supports the nesting of present or poten-
Test Facility tial spacecraft electrical power genera-
tion systems,
Chemical Storage 355 Storage of chemicals to support the
Building Thermochemical Materials Laboratory
and Chemical Laboratory in
Building 350.
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BU'..DING NAME	 NCB o CURRENT USE
Components Test	 356 The testing of spacecraft fluid system
Facility	 components oild subsystems.
Thermochemical	 358 A process waste treatment plant for
Sewage Treatment 	 dilution of contaminated waste from
Facility	 the Thermochemical Test Facilities
Area,
Thermochemical
Equipment Storage
Facility
Hazardous Material
Storage Facility
Support Shop and
Warehouse
Mission Support
Logistic Support
Warehouse
Electronic Systems
Compatibility
Facility
Antenna Service
Building and Tower
359 Storage of spacecraft hardware
components to be evaluated and
tested, as required, during missions,
to determine caus:-is of operational
malfunctions and deficiencies.
380 Storage of hazardous materials for use
in technical operations at the Center.
420 A warehouse and shipping and receiv-
ing control point for the Center, Houses
plumbing, painting, and sheet metal
shops associated with facility maintenance
operations at the Center.
421 A holding warehouse for such items as
spacecraft models, mock-ups and related
equipment and space parts; and miscell-
aneous E&D test equipment,
422 A warehouse to store office furniture and
equipment, and similar items. Part of
the space has been converted to house
computer equipment.
440 The testing and evaluation of spacecraft
and earth-based communication and data
acquisition equipment,
450 Support,, ari enna test range operations.
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PART 2:	 INYENTORY^ MANNED SPACECRAFT CENTER,
HOUSTON
SECTION 2:	 SIZE AND COST
The following charts provide a perspective; of the size and cost
of the fo,;ii ities of the Manned Spacecraft Center, Houston, (MSC).
The buildings have been divided into those used as laboratories and
those used as support for the development al
 
effort.
I ne cost for all buildings Fisted in "Appendix A3 Design and
Construction Time of 'Various Manned Spacecraft Facilities " has been
included in this data.
The buildings range from the largest building at the center,
Building 2, which has an area of 214,500 square feet to the smallest
guard house facility at the gates leading into the center. The smallest
building included in the list is the Radiation and Fields Acceleration
Facility. The cost per square foot provides a comparative index of
the relative degree of technical difficulty encountered in the con-
struco°ion of each facility. All costs presented are based on plant
property records and include the building cost including fixed
equipment. The overall average cost is $76.00 per square foot.
Support facilities average $22.00 per Square foot. Laboratory faci-
Ities average approximately $100.00 per square foot.
A review of the information in this appendix provides useful
background information on the size and complexity of the various
facilities.
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TABLE B-2: SIZE AND COST OF FACILITIES OF THE MANNED
SPACECRAFT CENTER, HOUSTON
BUILDING NAME	 NO, COST AREA
(000 1 000) (00u)
Laboratories
Systems Evaluation
Laboratory	 13	 1.3 56.5	 23
Instrumentation and
E',ectronics System 15 1.3 69 19
Laboratory
Spacecraft Office and
Laboratory 16 1.5 93 16
Spar;ecraft Office and
Laboratory Addition 16A 5.2 51 102
Flight Acceleration
Facility 29 11.3 50 226
Mission Control Center-
Houston 30 8.4 164.5 51
Lunar Mission and Space
Explorailon Facility 31 1.4 54.5 26
Space Environment
Simulation Labora-
tory 32 35.1 81.5 430
Ultra-High Vacuum
Space Chamber
Facility 33 .8 12 67
Contractors Support
Facility 36 2.4 59.5 40
Lunar Receiving
Laboratory 37 8.1 82.5 98
Vibration and Acoustics
Test Facility 49 3.4 41 83
Atmospheric Re-Entry
Materials and Structures
Evaluation Facility
	
222 1.3 14.5 90
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BUILDING NAME NO, COST AREA COST/SF
(000 1 000) (000)
Laboratories - cont'd
ARC Jet, Radiant Heat-
ing and Acc-w., 	Test
Facility 262 .2 5 40
Radiation and Fields
Acceleration
1.ohoratory 265 .06 3.5 17
flgr.'Og e Chemical Test
raf;mty 350 .6 10,5 57
Electro-Explosive
Devices Facility 352 .4 4.5 89
Reaction Control
Test Facility 353 .9 6.5 138
Space Power Systems
Test Facility 354 .6 2.5 240
Components Test
Facility 356 1.3 7 186
Electronics Systems
Compatibility Facility 44.0 3.0 55 55
Support
Project Management
Building 2 4.3 214.5 20
Technical Services
Facility 9 3.6 137 26
Technical Services
Shop 10 1.6 82 20
Branch Cafeteria 11 .77 16 48
Project Engineering
Facility 45 3.6 137.5 26
Support Office, 419 .3 18.5 16
TI
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BUILDING NAME NO. 	 COST AREA COST/SF
(000,000) (000)
Support cont'd
Support Shop and
Warehouse	 420	 .7	 46	 15
Mission Support
Warehouse	 421	 .59	 50	 12
Logistic Support
Warehouse	 422	 .33	 26.5	 12
fx
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PART 2;	 INVENTORY, MANNED SPACECRAFT CENTER,
HOUSTON
SECTION 3: DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION TiME
The four charts show the time required for design criteria
development, preparation of contract documents, and building
construction.
The buildings were selected from the facilities of the Manned
Spacecraft Center, Houston, Texas. Those chosen represent a cross
section of the size and type structures which should be required in
any major space science complex. Consideration wa.; given to the
year of construction with samples taken over the six year period in
which the facilities at MSC have been under construction.
The data on Chart 1 shows the total elapsed time from the
start of the development of design criteria to the end of construction.
Overlaps between criteria development and final design have been
indicated ,as they occur. Allowance has been made for lapses in
the design and construction periods where such information was
available. In several instances, construction was phased to allow
construction to begin before plans and specifications were com-
plete,, Where this occurred, construction start date is shown at
the termination of the design process
The average elapsed time period for design and construction
was 25 months. The most treyuent period was 27 months, with the
longest period taking 49 months and the shortest one year.
Chart 3 breaks the design ettort down into the design criteria
development phase and the final design phase. The design criteria
A
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phuse hus two purposes, first to develop design criteria to guide the
final design and second to provide Congress and higher headquarters
Witt oil idea of the size, configuration, and cost 
of 
the proposed
project. This approximates the "p ,.ellminory design period" recognized
in the Ariterican Institute of Architects fee schedules.
Contract documents are prepared during the final design period.
Generally the some firm is responsible for both phases of the design
elfort although exceptions can be made it circumstances warrant.
Churl, 4 covers the construction period. When the need
date necessitates, the construction is phased into two parts.	 Phase I
is for excavation and construction of foundations.
	 Phase If is for the
remainder of the building. 	 Phasing of construction allows piaparo-
tion of contract documents for Phase 11 to continue while Phase I
construction is in progress.	 Phase it construction is generally
negotiated with the Phase 1 contractor.	 ronel- vitct ion is shown in
Chart 4 as a single phase incorporating both phases when they
occur.
The avenge construction time is 14.8 months.
'The costs for the various buildings analyzed in this appendix
are included above the bar for each building on Charts I and 2.
The larger and more complex the facility, the longer the design
and construction time would be expected to take.	 But,, only
occasionally do the design and construction period correlate with
the size of the construction project.	 The shortest laboratory
design time, building 16A, is the fitth largest project in size.
Based on costs, the design and construction time for building 2Y
would be expected to exceed that for building lb.
fi
i
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From the intorroation in these charts, it can be determined
that there is another consideration which affects the design and
subsequent construction time. One could logically assume that
the operational need date would be a primary factor affecting
the project time. The various project files substantiate this
assumption.
The measures previously mentioned of overlapping design
and construction and preliminary design and final design, indicate
a tremendous amount of coordination between facility and opera-
tional planners.
Anything which would assist the facilities engineering
personnel in whortening either the design or construction period
would be of value in solving the problem of meeting operational
need dates, providing sufficient design and construction times,
and in providing a facility which will meet the operational
program needs.
Standardization could be a possible answer to this problem.
Some standardization of facilities has been made by the use of a
standard planning module. The standardization of building materials
and the adoption of standard criteria are evidence that this approach
has been used. If possible, further standardization could result in
additional rime.
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APPENDIX C: DETERMINATION OF GROWTH PROPORTIONS
PART I:	 COMPUTER SOFTWARE-PROGRAM "DATUM"
Source Program "Datum" was the software developed and used
to analyze the facilities of the Manned Spacecraft Center, Houston
(MSC) . The program was designed to receive data by buildings. The
samerogram would work for divisions b a simple increase in the sizep	 Y	 P
of the registers established for total quantities.
The program performs the following functions:
Step 1	 Receives and writes out building title and division
	
x
name. A check is performed which will terminate
the machine run when all the data has been received.
Step 2 -	 Receives data on the length and width, and height of the
total building. Since the buildings are irregular, a pro-
vision for more than one input has been provided. The
program then calculates the total building volume and
stores this information.
Step 3 -	 Receives data on length and width of gross floor area
which was not received in the "volume" data (Step 2)
The program then figures the gross building area using	 ^<
all the length and width data received to this point.
This information is stored for future use.
Step 4 -	 The program receives a count of the size in modular units
of offices of the particular building and the number of
offices of each size. These are multiplied by the number
of people normally assigned to that size room to arrive
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at an estimate of the total building population. Where
the modular sizes are irregular, the total number of
modules is divided by the average space assignment
for the MSC. This minor quantity is added to the
estimated total number of people. This estimate is then
stored for future use.
Step 5 - The Modular office units are converted to area and
added to information received, as length and width on
other administrative area. The sum is placed in storage.
Step b - The program next receives the length, width,and where
applicable, quantity of all areas which are used for circu-
lation systems (structural, mechanical and electrical, and
human circulation) . This information is summed and stored.
Step 7 - The total quantity of systems support area is subtracted from
the total building area to determine the building net area.
The net area is stored.
Step 8 -	 Net area is divided by estimated building population to
give the net area per person. This information is stored.
Step 9 - Net area is divided by gross area to give the building
efficiency. The efficiency is then placed in storage. 	 a
Step 10 - Receives length, width, and quantity information for all
fabrication support areas. The total area is determined
and stored
Step 11 - Receives length, width and quantity data on all area
designated for special wk^)erimental equipment. The
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total area is determined and stored.
Step 12 - Receives length, width, and height data on all high
bay laboratories which it then uses to calculate and
store the total high bay area,
Step 13 - The lab area is determined from the data now in the com-
puter by adding the administration and fabrication areas
and subtracting this sum from the building's net area.
Step 14 - The support area is determined by subtracting the lab area
from the gross building area.
Step 15 - The ratio of support area to lab area was determined and
stored .
Step 16 The functional support area was determined by subtracting
the system support area from the total support area deter-
mined in Step 14. This information was stored for future
use .
Step 17 The ratios of functional support, systems support, and
fabrication support to labs were each determined and
stored .
Step 18 - It was anticipated that shops and high bay labs might be
a possible combination of functions in the future develop-
ment of a planning system. For this reason, a total quan-
tity for these two functional categories and a ratio of
these areas to the lab area is included as a part of the
program. 'These quantities in these categories have since
proved insignificant, ind this step could be deleted in
future program runs.
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Step 19 - The ratio of high bay area to lab area is determined and
stored.
Step 20 - The lab area is divided by the total building population to
determine the lab area per person.
Step 21 - The ratio of office area to lab area was determined and
stored .
Step 22 »
	
	 Finally, the stored totals and ratios for all steps from 2
;,hrough 21 were written out as shown in Appendix E.
In summary, the following are the significant points about the
program developed to analyze space science laboratory facil ivies.
Program Name: Datum
Program Input: Length, width, height, and quantity of the labora-
tories of the Manned Spacecraft Center, Houston.
Program Output: Total area of each space type, ratio of support area
to lab area and the ratio of sub support functions to
lab area.
The program provides output for various types of labs and with
slight modification could be adapted to other type buildings.
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67
	 HACBtt1=HACS(I ) +ASL([)
	
63	 IF(XNOMI[)) 9092009(1
	
64	 20 XNUMM =1.
	65	 90 IF(XI?nT(I1) 1.0930.11)
	
56	 30 XDOTI I)=1..
	
67	 In LENGTH( [ )=FACAIII*XNUM( [ 1'+FACR(II-FACC1[I*XDOT([1
i
F,)RTPAN r nURC C L IST OATU4
ISN SOURCE STATFmrNT
70 IF	 IWN()M( M	 7 1 92?,?1
71 77 WNUM(I ► U 1,
77 71 I F	 (WnnT( 1 ► )	 ?I t 749I'A
7-2 7.4 Wr)OT(I)xl,
74 73 WInTHl t) = WACAI I)*WNOM(I)+WACI(t) - WACC(t)*WDOT(t!
75 HFIGHTM—HACA(II+HACS(I ►
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115 FACA(K)=FACA(K)+ASF(K)
ll6 ASF(K)= A SF( K)A*ni"3
117 F ACB (K)=FACRfK)+ A SF (K)
120 ASG(K)=ASG(K)**0133
121 FACC(K)-FACC(K)+A5G(K1
122 A'SH(K)=ASH(K)*eOOl3
1,?: WACAfK)=WACA(K)+A'^HfKI
174 ASI(K)=ASI (K)*.09' 3
125 WACB(K)=WAlBfK)+ASI(K ►
126 ASJfK)=ASJ(K)*,ng33
WACC(K)=WACC(K)+ASJ(K)
130 IF(XNUM(K))	 F11,61?,6l:l
1-11 612 X41IMIK1 =19
1.3? 631 I F (XDOT(K))	 611,6149613
1.33 614 XDOT(K ► =l,
1,34 61 3 1P(WNUM(K))
	
61.5,51.69615
1.35 616 WNUM(K)=1,
136 615 LFi gr-)nT(K))	 61796189617
137 618 WDOT(K),1,
1,40 617 L FNr,TH(K)=FAC A(K)*XNUM(K)+FACR(K)- FACCI<I *XDOT(<)
14) 41) WIt)THI'<)=WACA(K)*WNUM(K)+WACBIKI - WACC(K)*WDOT(KI
1.42 47 C'1NT I NUF
1.44 03 TVOL=O
145 on	 100 J=l.,IMAX
146 TvnL=TVf)L+V(IL ( J)
1;47 100 CONTI NUl'-
151 TBREA=O
157 DD 700 J=1 •KMAX
153 AREA(J1=LENGTH(J)*WIDTH(J)
154 TAPFA=TAREA+ARE„A(J)
155 700 CONTI NUE.
157 STMOD=O
160 BPOP=O,
161 REAf) ( 599R)MDR
163 99 FORMAT(130
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FORTRAN SOURCL LIST GATP
ISN	 SnURCF STATFM5NT
164 tF (MnR- O QO)	 1'3n,1 2 1 ,1 in
16 V 1z1 nonpxl.
166 Gn rn 6Ko
1 67 1?n DO 4 nn J»1 ,MOO
170' RFAn(A,5)	 XMnl1(JIt
	
OTY( J)
1,71 5 Fr)PMAT(?F1,0.01
17 IF(XMnntJ)-o^,)	 11.,12,11
1 7 11 TF(XMn r)tJ) Mq .1	 1:39)491'4
174 11 tF(XMnn(j)- 1 ?.)	 15,16,19
175 1 5 IF I X M nn( J )- - 1 6. )	 17018j17
176 17 I p (X4nn(J ► -1 4.)	 19,'l1,1.Q
177 19 IF(XMnn(J1- io,)	 379*A791?
2n n RPnP=XMOf1(J)/I**QTY(J)
1 01 G'1 Tn 76
?n? 3 1 FXFC= 1 . *()TY ( J)
7nl Rp np 8 pnP+FXFr
9 0.4 GO Tn ?, ,
200, 14 TFCM= 3.*QTY(J)
?96 Rpnp:RPnptTPCH
207 Lan TO	 76
7IC 16 S	 (=3.*ATY(J)
211 BpnP=qPnp+SCI
717 Gn TO 76
21'0 1s PnnL=6.*QTY(J)
?14 RPOP=RPOP+Pnt1L
21.5 GO Tn 26
716 71 GANG=A.*QTY(J)
217 RPOP=9P0P +GANG
17n Gn Tl ?6
221 ?t1 CROWD =1 f). *QTY (J)
a?? R P OP=BpnP+CROWD
??? 16 TM0D(J)=XM0o(J) *41T Y tJ!
724 STMOD=STmon+TM00(J)
?25 400 CINTINUF
127 650 nFFA=STMnn*4.67**?
?10 RFAD(9^ 08) 	NOr)
23? IP(NOD -999)	 11891.1CWIA
7-A3 130 DnFFA=O.
7.34 or)	 1 1 4	 J=1.,NOn
±35 PFAO
	
(591.041
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17Z(NK)gsnL(NK)v$I(NK),AI77(NK),cnL('VK)95U(NK)
2?7 nL0(NK)=OL0tNK)*.0873
7441 ROL(NK)=ROL(NKI*.09'33
241, SOL(NK)=SOL(NK)*.09:13
242 COt(NK)=C0L(NK)Ar,0gl3
241 WHIZ(NK)=WHIZ(NK)+OLD(NK)
?44 FlZZ(NK)=FtZZ(NKl+RnL(NK)
245 OTZZ(NK)=0lZZ(NK)+SnL(NK)
246 RIZZINK ► =C lMMK)+COL(NK)
2.47	 . IF (SF (NK) 1	 135 #136,1.'35
250 1.36 SE(NK)=Io
251 135 IF(SA(NK))
	
140 r14.1rW7
252 141 SANK)=1
25? 140 'IF(SI(NK I) 	14?#14:391.4?
254 143 SIINKI=1.
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FnRTR AN 'SDUR CC LM DAT'U4
I SN SOIJRC F STATFmrNT
-755 142 I1'lSU(NKi)	 1440413044
, 56 145 SO( NK}=1.
1 57 144 OnFFA%DIFFA+((WH17(^tK)*Sr-(NK)I+tFIZZ(NK)*SA(14KIII*(DILZ(NK)4,SI('4K)
I +R 171(NK)*SIJ(NK)
a/,n 1 2 4 G`1NT I NUP
767 nFFA=nFFA+DnFF4
) 6 - I IQ QFAn l591 '^3 1 	 NMA X
265 1 51 FnRMAT(I I )
166 TX ApF A=O
267 IF (NMAX- *Jl* 1a)	 147046047
770 147 Dn ?11	 Jxl #NMAX
all RFAn ( 5t1n4)	 NrXLFA ( NltA54 ( Nlt t't '$(N),XLFB(N),ASB ( N)t))T(4)tXWII (^!)t 
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a 7 a 104 FORMAT ( t'2 9F4 * no?F'A .R 9 F4 . 1)92 ;: * . ,► tF4 eO92F3	 UoF4.Oo2F3.0)
1 74 A:$A(R► )xA$A(N)**0133
275 XLFA(N)gXLFA(N)+ASA(N)
776 ASR(N)=A SB ( N)*.nA73
777 XLFB(N)x4FR(N)+ASR(N)
iDn ASG(N) =ASC(N)ft*Mlle
3n1 XWIC ( N)=XWlrAN)+ASC(N)
11) ? ASD(N)=AS000*01, 1
303 XWF(N)=XWF(N)+ASO(N)
104 (F(nIS(N1)	 5)0,511 t,;l.(
305 511 DIS(NI=1,
3 00 'S1n IF(n11'(NI)	 517011017
107 51 3 of T(N)-T.
310 512 IF(MG(NI)	 514015014
311 515 DIO(N)zt„
312 514 IF(D IN NI) 	 5)695 17 15 16
313 517 DID(N)=1.
114 5lj^ XARF.A(NI=(XLFA(N)*DIS(N)+XLFBIN)^4r)(T(y1)*(Xd[C(N)*DIG(N)+XWE(N)*nI
INN))
315 TXARFA-TXARFA+XARFA(N)
?16 751..cnNTINUF
37n 146 SCARFA = T'APFA-TXARFA
$21 QARFA=SCAREA/SPnP
322 FFF=SCARFA/TARFA
123 SHASE=Oar,
124 PFAn('St''`5?)	 IDMAX
3?6 357 FDRMATM)
1?7 IF (IDMAX - 9Q q )	 148 , 1.l3 t 149
330 14A DO 351	 J=100MAX
X131 READ ( ,i#ln 4) 	ID.InOM ( iD),PIP(tD),SY(tDI.40OM ( ID)#P[D ( lD1,DY ( to)osnn
1M(In) tPtT ( ID) t FLY ( tD1 l vnoM ( In1 t p IG(IDI tOHY(IDI
3'1'4 PIP( InI= PIP(Inl *. n9'A3
334 Znn4 ( (D)=zn6mt ( D)+PIP(ID)
33 r) PID ( ID)=PIDI In1*eO8II
336 WDQM(IR1=WOOM(I0)+PtD(II))
337 PIT(ID)=P1T(ID)*.Q933
340 SOOM(10)=SOOM(T0)+PIT(IDI
'441 PIG(ID)=P>IG(ID) *90833
34? VOnM ( 1D)=VVOM(ID1+P[G(ID1
343 tF(RY(ID))	 105,106 9105
344 1 06 pY( I n) =1.
145 1 ()5 IF (nY( In 11	 109 t 1 10,1 09
FnPTRAN SOUPCC LIST DATUM
ISN	 SIURCP STATI~MFNT
"946 11 n rY1 In1*1.
147 Ln4 IF(FLY( In) l
	
)11t)APt111
350 112 FLY( In) *I.
151 111 IF(WMYII(1)I	 111911.4_#1111
152 114 WHY( 101 *1.
35 p III SHOPSl (D) s (z(1nM (ini*RY(IRI+Wf1RM(IDI*DY(II)I I*(SOOMI 1 1)*FLY(In)+V`1f)M
111n)*WNYIIn))
1 114 SHOSF*SNASF+SHhPSIt7)
145 05 3 t41 CnNTINOF
357 113 SPCLFA*f1.
14601 REA91592521	 ILKMAX
16? A4IF (f LKMAX- pg9)	 1 194 9 121 9 1';
161 154 on 1'1?	 J*l r f L.XMAX
364 RFAn(5t104)	 ILKtSALLY(ILK19SA4I1LKI9WEeliLKI9CAR3L(ILK19CAM(ILKItC
I OWS( ILK) t ALICE(ILKI tANDY(ILKI tTIKF( ILK 19 BEYTY( ILK $ 983 31 1LK I t BFF(IL
?K)
366 SAM1 f (K)*SAM( ILK)AteOR11
3167 SALLY(ILK)*SALLY(1LK)+SAM((LK)
3701 CAM(ILKI *CAM(f LK1*.OA`31
371 CARnL(ILK)=C,AROL(ILKI,'-'aM(ILKI
377 ANDY( 1LKI x 4NDY(ILKI* 0lll
37'1 ALICE(ILK)=ALICE(ILK1*ANDYfILK)
374 RQWLKIxOORlILKI*.nRll
375 9FTTYfILK,I-RFTTYIILK1+8nB(ILK)
376 IF (WEE( ILK))	 1 RSt156#V155
377 156 WFF.(II.Kf*1.
406 155 IFfCOWS(II.01	 157t15At1.57
401 1'IA COWS(ILKf*t.
4n? 157 IF(TIKF(ILK1)	 159916nt159
403 161 TIKF(ILKIul"
404 )59 IF (flEF(ILK1 1	 161 91679161
405 162 OFF( ILK) *1.
406 161, SPC.LEQ=SPCLEA+'((SALLY(ILK)*WFF(ILK)+CAROLlILKI*w)WS(ILK1 '*IALICFII
1.LK1*TIKF(ILKI*BETTY(ILKI*RFF(ILK)))
407 1,57 ChNTINUF
411 1 1 1 HBAY*0
412 BAYNT=O.
41.3 READ(5t97)	 TYMAX
419 I F (I YMAX-999)	 011 012 071
416 821 00	 112	 J=1tIYM'AX,
417 RF.AD15t1?.3)
	
1YtRUST(IYIoRIT(I Y)tT0(fY)93UST(IYIt	 1P(IYIrPO(IY)9OUS
1T(IYItBI8(IY1tSnlIYl
421 123 FnRMAT(I3tF4.nt2F3oOtF4.nt?F3.ntF4.192F3.0)
422 9ITfIYI%BIT(tY)*.01913
423 IF	 (Tn(IYI)	 )24912591.14
424 125 Tn11Y1=1.
425 124 OUST(f Y1=-AUSTf IY)+BIT'(IY)
426 (1fPf IYIWB[P(IY)*.0933
427 IF	 IPn(TY)1	 126917791?6
410 127 PO(IYI=1
431 1.26 RUSTftYI=RUST(M+8TPf tY)
43? BIR(IYi=RI8(IY)*.0913
433 IF	 (Sn(I Y))
	
1.29,129,179
434 1,?9 SO(N)=1..
435 12R nUST(IY1=DUSTf tYl+Bl6(IY1
411- Hi3AY*HBAY+((E4115T(IYi#Tn( tY)fP'JST(IY)iP(I(IY))*(Jusr(IYl*,0(ly))1
4.47 1?7 cnNTINUF
441 RFAP)(9076)	 RAYHT
442 47A FnPMAT(Fj0#A)
44^k P2 1 ALARvSCAAFA - ('nFFA+SHA5
444 115 SUPAwTARFA-ALA ►1
449 L16 PRIMF=SIJP?A/ALAN
4446 117 TSAR*SUPA-TXAPFA
447 118 TARCFTxrSAR/AL4R
450 1.19 TAXtT#TXAAEA/ALAB
451 1?0 RSHnP S=$HASP'/ALAN
452 PATMA=SNASF+-HBAY
4 r, •x IF((,^ATMA)	 l A7 ► 16 7, 	 FA
454 1 66 RPAT*PATMA/iALAB-HNAY)
4 r,0 GO TO 160
454 167 RPAT=n.Onn
457 168 RHIIAYuHRAY /ALAS
460 PFARL*ALAS/RpnP
4A) RATInsOFFA/ALAB
4F? WRITF(6 ► 2) 	 TVnL
4f a FnRl1AT(lHr)919HTnTAL BLnr VclLU4r—' = ► F?4.3)
464 WgtTF(6 ► 3)	 TAPFA
465 3 FnRMAT(1Hn ► Z5HTnTAL NLf1G ARPA (CROSS) x ► F18.3?
464 WR(TF(6 ► 711)SCARFA
467 711 FnPMAT(I Hnt?I H TOTAL RLP)(	 ARP-A	 (NFT)	 x ► F70# 3)
470 WRITE(6#732)	 EFF
471 711 FIRMAT (1Hn ► ?9HRLD r, F511 I(; I rNCY	 (NFT/CROSS l	 z ► F14.3 ► // )
472 WRITP(6#6) 	 AtAq
47 04 4 FPIRMAT0H0 ► 16HTOTAL LAS A P FA l* ► F?70)
474 WR ITF(6 ► ` 13)	 SUPA
475 7 1 1 FORMAT(1Hn ► 2nHTnTAL SIJPPnRT AREA	 =,P?3.3)
+76 WRIT5(6v7l4)	 PRIMF
477 714 FQ44AT(1H0v?IHRAfitn (SU P PnRT/L69)	 = ► P72.3 ► //)
SOn ' WRITF(6015)	 TSAR
501 735 FORMAT(IHOs2 r^ HFUN(,TI (IN AL	 SUPPnRYt	 AR P A	 FIB.3)
5np WRITF (6 736)	 TARGET
50 736 FnRMAT(1Hn ► 3?HRATtn (FUNCTInNAL SUPRCRT/LAfl 	 SIF1103)
504 WRITE (60) TXARFA
505 9 FORMAT(1H097?14SYSTeMS 	 SUPPORT ARI= A m,F210)
506 WRITS	 (6018)	 TAXIT
507 7 4 8 FORMAT(1Hn r?9HRATIO ( SYSTEMS SUPPQPT/L , ^D)	 -#F140)
51PI WR(TE(6 ► 7)	 OFFA
$11 7 FnRMAT(IH0 19HTOTAL nFF CF AREA 9F?4.3)
51,2 WRtTE(6 ► 9l	 PATIO
513 A FOPMAT0H0r?nHRATI0 (OFFIGF/LAR)	 = ► F23.3)
514 WRITE(6t737)	 SHASE
515 717 FORMATIIHA ► 12HSHOPS	 AREA =rFl1.'P)
516 WRITF(69739)	 PSHOPS
517 779 FOR40(1H009HRATIO (SHOPS/LAN) =PF?493)
520 • WRITE(6041) 	 HBA Y
571 741 FnRMAT(1H0 15HHTGH BAY AREA = f F25 3)
522 WRITE(6 ► 744)	 BAYHT
5?.3 744 FIPMAT(lH	 ► 21HAVG HIGH BAY HEIGHT =rF22.3)
574 WRITE(6042)
	
RHRAY
515 742 FlPMAT(1.H0 ► 22HRATI	 (HIGH	 BAY/LAB)	 = f FZ'1	 3v//)
FIIRTP AN S f )Jg r F LIST I4ATA4
I SN	 Sn41RCF STATFMFN'C
s.
i
x
FOR rPAN SOURCE LIST DATJA
{	 ISN	 SOURCF STATEMFNT	
f
526	 WRITE(6 ► 163) SPOLFQ
527	 16 1A FOPMAT0 40#20SPECtAL FQ I.IIPMFNT ARFA =vF19,3)
530 WRITF(6tl64)	 PATMA
52k 7 164 FOPMAT0H0#?5HSHnPS AND HIGH	 HAY	 APFA =vFl9w3)
532 WRITE(6065)	 RPAT
53-4 165 FORMAT(IH0932HPATIn	 (SHO P$ AND HIGH BAY/LA3) 	 =oF1t.31
53 4 WRITF(6el08)	 "POP
515 101 FORMAT(1Hnr?3HTOTAL NO* CIF TECHNICAL	 PERSONEL =vF10.31
536 WRITE16#0
	
PARKA
537 4 FORMAT(1H0925HNIT	 AREA PER	 TGCHNICCAN =tF19.31
54n WRtTF	 (6 9 743)	 PEARL
541 741 F lR M AT0 HQ f 25HLAB AREA PER TFCHNICIAN %,1=19.31
54? GO TO 149
54 1A 191 CO NTINUF
544 STOP
545 END
r^ r
Pr,
t
s
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APPENDIX C: DETERMINATION OF GROWTH PROPORTIONS
PART 2:
	
COMPUTER OUTPUT
The data sheets which follow are a sample of the computer out-
put of the developmental laboratories of the Manned Spacecraft Center,
Houston (MSC). The facilities at the MSC are assigned the mission of
deveioping, testing, and evaluating the various components of the
spacecraft including the training of astronauts to man the spacecraft.
This is the largest, most complete spacecraft development facility in
the free world.
'This output data provided the proportions between the various
functional cells .
 (Appendix. B) for these facilities.
The information analyzed by the computer provided data on all
possible areas where proportional relations might exist. The ratios
established by the computer were in proportion to the lab area. The
lab area was used as the basis for comparison since it is identifiable in
existing facilities. It is also a quantity which can be predicted and
thus used as a base for planning future facilities.
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APPENDIX D; DETERMINATION OF THE LIMITS OF
THE GROWTH PROPORTIONS
The data output from the computer was analyzed to establish,
first, the proportions by organizational division, and second, the
limits of these various proportions. If limits of variation can be
established then thee, planner is able to ascertain how much flexibi-
I ity is necessary, where the flexibility is most needed, and he can begin
to comprehend some methods of providing the required flexibility.
Table 1 summarizes. the limits for the primary cells of the labora-
tory environment. All factors in Table 1 are expressed in terms of the
lab area.
Table 2 shows the some ratios as percentages of the total building
area. Charts 1, 2, 3, and 4 are a visual presentation of the informa-
tion contained in Table 2.
The correlation from one building to the next varies significantly
and the proportional pattern is often not apparent. For example, the
facilities of the Power and Propulsion Division in the proportion of
lab space to support space varies from a factor of 1.57 forthe Space
Power Systems Test Lab to .19 for the Components Test facility.
The Power and Propulsion facilities develop and test devices
which are considered hazardous. The facilities are therefore dispersed
and all offices possible are housed in ether areas. Those required in
or near the experimental area are (1) held to the minimum necessary
and (2) concentrated in the smallest area possible. Anclyzing manually
by divisions and comparing with other divisions the proportions of sup-
port area to lab area between the divisions were all within a narrow
range of from 64 to 110 percent of the lab area.
tr
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TABLE	 MINIMUM, MAXIMUM, AND AVERAGE PROPORTIONS
D1	 OF LABORATORY SERVICE FUNCTIONS TO THE
LABORATORY AREA
Proportions
Description of Ratio 	 Minimum	 Maximum	 Mean
I.	 Support/Lab	 .64
	
1.10	 .85
A .	 Systems
Support/Lab
	
.36	 .45	 .40
Functional
Support/Lab
	 .27
	 .66	 .46
1. Administration
	
Support/Lab .25	 .60	 .42
2. Fabrication
	
Support/Lab 1 .02	 , .06	 .04
TABLE	 MINIMUM, MAXIMUM, AND MEAN PROPORTIONS OF	 1D2	 LABORATORY AND LABORATORY SUPPORT FUNCTIONS
TO THE TOTAL LABORATORY FACILITY AREA ;t
1 +°
Maximum	 Minimum	 Mean
Cell Description
	 Lab Area	 Lab Area	 Lab Area
I.	 Laboratory
	
.61
	 .48	 .54 a
ll.	 Support	 .39	 .52	 .46
A . Pathway Systems
Support	 .23	 .21	 .21
B.	 Functional Support	 .16	 .31	 .25
1. Administration .15	 .28
	 .23
2. Fabrication	 .01	 .03 1.02
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From analysis of the computer output data, the proportions be-
tween the various cells were determined as shown in Table 1.
The ratio of Shops, Fabricatioc Support, to Tab exists in some
facilities but is not found in all divisions. Where it occurs, the
proportion to lab space equals the difference between the proportions
for functional support and administrative support. From the minimum
and maximum proportions shown in Table 1, a simple formula for each
area can be ascertained in terms of the lab area.
Total Building Area (T) is equal to the sum of the laboratory
area (L), the systems support area (SS), the administration support
area (SA), and the fabrication support area (SF) This becomes;
T . L + .40L + .42L + .04L
(using the average proportions)
Appendix C
The proportional factors could vary between:
T = L + .36L +
	
25L + .021.
and
T	 L + .45L +
	
.661 + .06L.
.ti
The formula can be simplified to the sum of the lab area and
support area (S) where the support area (S) is .64L s Support Area
s I.
If the amount of administration support area is known, then
the lob area can be determined by dividing by the proportion
factor .25 s x s .60.
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Table D2 provides c picture of how the total lab facility breaks
down. In terms of the total area, the limits between the maximum
and minimum condition decrease in all categories. Charts one
through four provide a visual image of the percentage of each type
of area within the total area.
The program analyzed the proportion of high bay area to lab
area. The proportions established vary between 26 and 70 per cent
where the high bay exists. in building Thirty-Three, the ratio does
not fail within the normal range. It is assumed that the high bay
,z
space serves some function other than that served by the other high
bay facilities, and it has therefore been removed from consideration.
The shops and high bay area were considered a possible combination
of spaces within a system proposal. However, the quantities were
much smaller than anticipated and did not occur in all areas, hence,
this datum was not condensed by divisions.
The information on technical personnel was not always avail-
able and cannot be applied to facilities outside MSC. The aver-
age net area per person in those facilities where information is
considered valid is 314 square feet, and the average lab area is
228 square feet per person.
In conclusion, the proportions between the various cells
have been established as shown in Table DI . With this informa-
tion, programming requirements of facilities can be anticipated.
Having determined the limits of flexibility, the planner is equipped'
to develop a planning system which can accommodate the maxi-
mum and minimum limits of flexibility which are likely to occur
in a space science facility.	 J
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APPENDIX F DATA SUPPORTING SIMULATED APPLICATION
The following chart which comprises Appendix F shows the growth
of the entire space vehicle through several generations of r6:kets In
each case, the diameter of the spacecraft has remained constant at
approximately 30 feet. The added weight lifting capability of each
new rocket has been reflected in increases in the length of the space-
craft, The diameter affects the wind resistance of the vehicle and is
therefore held to the minimum dimension possible.
Since this unit has remained constant and will probably continue
to remain constant, and since all space science experiments which
leave the earth's atmosphere must be housed in some type of spacecraft,
the spacecraft diameter could be the basis of the laboratory module.
Allowing 15 feet on either- side of the basic 30' by 30' experimental
area for equipment and work area, gives a bay size of 60' by 60' .
This, or a more flexible cluster of four such modules (120' x 120),
could be used as the basic lab unit.
Section 5. uses this concept to demonstrate the feasibility of
the proportional planning system.
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ABSTRACT
E
A GROWTH/CHANGE STRATEGY FOR
PLANNING SPACE SCIENCE LABORATORY FACILITIES
by
James Y. Robinson, Jr.
The purpose of this thesis is to establish a growth/change
principle and demonstrate its application for space science labora-
tory facilities.
Laboratories by nature need to be flexible. They need the
capability to grow and change as experimental requirements dictate.
To achieve this capability, a system based on a growth principle is
needed. The method of achieving this objective eras:
1. To determine a growth principle by exploring general
methods of growth.
2. To determine the functional areas of the Laboratory
environment by analyzing existing laboratories in
various fields of research and by inventory of the
specific resources of the Manned Spacecraft 	 t
Center, Houston
3	 To determine the proportions of the functional areas
to each other. This required the use of a computer
and the , development of a computer program capable
of determining these proportions.
4. To determine the limits of variation for each propor-
tional relationship by analysis of the proportions
provided by the computer.
5. Finally, to test this growth, principle and its
determinants by applying them in a demonstration
of a design for a space science laboratory system.
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